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Design theory and practice have increasingly contributed to the
management literature during the past decade.1 That a high-quality
design creates exceptional value for firms is no longer debated. The
superior financial performance reported by design-intensive companies—the exemplar being Apple—ignited industrial and scholarly interest in the attributes of a design, such as its emotional
appeal, meaning, and newness, that contribute to firms’ superior
profitability.2 With the growth of the concept of design thinking,
scholarly attention quickly turned to the capabilities of designdriven firms as a precursor to the development of valuable firms.3
Established firms and start-ups across industries, including firms
far removed from conventional product design-oriented firms, no
longer view a design as a peripheral outcome of the firm; as a
result, the generation of valuable designs as a primary locus of
value creation activities within a firm is not likely to go away any
time soon.
Nonetheless, a critical blind spot in current management
theory that borrows from design theory is that, ironically, a design
has not been theorized as influencing the design of the firm. Management scholars have tended to view a design as a technical matter, an outcome of the firm.4 The quality and production costs of a
design in this view are determined by the attitudes of managers,
the aesthetics of the firm, or a combination of the two.5 In short,
design theory has not been applied to the objective of explaining
the economic organization of firms. Where design theory has been
conceptualized as part of organizations, the theorization remains
limited to the practice of, again, the organizational design attitudes
of managers, the aesthetics of firms, or a combination of the two.
Thus, despite the economic importance of good designs and
capabilities for design, the question remains as to whether a design
is simply an outcome of the existing activities of a firm, such as
research and development (R&D) or asset orchestration, or whether
conceptualizing firms by starting from a design could add new
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thinking to the economic organization of firms. In short, is a design merely an economic outcome of a firm, or is a design a central
object in the economic organization of firms? The extent of
resources allocated and managed within the boundaries of a firm
materially affects macro-economic output, making firms an essential form of economic organization and a unit of economic theorization.6 As such, this is a question that design theory cannot ignore
if it is to contribute seriously to the management of organizations.
First, this article seeks to explain, from a design perspective,
the ways in which a design influences the existence, scale, and
scope of the firm, and thereby contributes to the theory of the firm.
The central thesis of this article is that firms exist because designs
create and delimit choices for the internal or external exchange of
resources. Our view is that a design influences and is influenced
by, inter alia, the enforced (or communal) development and sharing
of production requirements. Although we agree with the theory
that firms exist as an efficient means to reduce transaction costs
associated with production,7 we show that designs influence ex ante
and ex post transaction costs, meaning that designs create and eliminate allocation choices for the internal or external exchange of
resources. Second, the paper extends the hypothesis, from the literature on the modular organization of firms, that “products design
organizations,” by illustrating the role of a design’s formality
on the internal structure of firms.8 With reference to the scholarship in design studies, we will demonstrate that allocation choices
between integration or open markets are both created and eliminated by designs.
Theories of the Firm
We begin with a brief précis of theories of the firm. Given the
existence of several comprehensive reviews, this review is limited
to highlighting the connection between transaction costs and
the most acknowledged theories of the firm.9 (We return to this
connection in the design-based view.) Initially, the theory of the
firm arose as an economic answer to explain “why a firm emerges
at all in a specialized exchange economy.”10 The alternative economic organization is the open market exchange of production
contracts, wherein the market economizes on transaction costs.11 A
key starting point for formulating an answer lies in the process of
exchange in a market-based economy. This process of exchange
entails transaction costs, including ex ante transaction costs, such
as the search for a resource on the market, the negotiation, and
pricing of contracts, and ex post transaction costs, such as the execution and enforcement of contracts;12 producers should seek to
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minimize these costs. According to R.H. Coase, the economic organization of the firm places transaction costs under the effective
control of the firm; and saving on transaction costs is a sufficient
condition for the emergence of a firm.13
Subsequently, a number of other theories have emerged that
either abandon the contract-based approach or offer alternative theories that argue for the existence of the firm based on activities that
firms perform that markets cannot replicate. The resource-based
view (RBV) argues that possessing certain valuable resources
within the boundaries of the firms is advantageous over marketbased ownership because the costs of coordinating these resources
within a firm lowers the cost of bringing about the same result of
resource coordination by market transactions.14 The orchestration
of valuable resources within a firm carries assumptions about the
origin of transaction costs. Firms incur transaction costs through
the search process for and the acquisition of co-specialized valuable resources.
The knowledge-based view (KBV) was developed to include
knowledge explicitly as a valuable resource that is not readily imitated or traded through mechanisms such as contracts.15 According
to the KBV, firms exist because they perform better than markets in
creating and sharing knowledge.16 Implicit in this claim is that a
firm incurs transaction costs in both internalizing knowledge and
sharing knowledge associated with the production of its product.
When a firm internalizes knowledge-based activities, the presumption is that it has market-tested the cost of information exchange,
which carries knowledge, and determined that it was either unable
to communicate such knowledge or that the costs were very high.17
The behavioral theory of the firm (BTF) opened up the
economic “black box” of firms both to explain their existence and
to predict the behavior and actual processes in firms.18 The behavioral theory starts from the position that the purpose of firms is to
make decisions related to the firm’s production function, such as
price, output and resource allocation.19 Entrepreneurs should
choose integration when the transaction costs of decisions are
lower within the firm than on the open market and when firms can
find the optimal production function more effectively than markets.20 In addition, by creating effective organizational routines,
firms reduce the costs of transactions between interdependent
units of the organization, such as rework caused by activities that
were performed in the wrong sequence or without necessary input
from other units.21
In sum, although not all theories of the firm are grounded
in transaction cost economics, transaction costs figure prominently
in explaining the existence of the firm.22 Different theories point to
a different source of transaction costs that firms seek to minimize,
as summarized in the first three columns of Table 1.
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Table 1 | Influence of a Design on Theories of the Firm, Sources of Transaction Costs, and Essential Capabilities
Theory

Source of Transaction Costs

Essential Capabilities

Influence of Design

Contract view

Contract exchange

Contract negotiation

Co-determines transaction costs

Resource-based view

Search and acquisition of
co-specialized resources

Resource acquisition, development, and orchestration

Determines set of co-specialized
resources

Knowledge-based view

Communication (knowledge
sharing)

Knowledge management

Determines exchange of
production knowledge

Behavioral view

Decisions

Decision-making and routines

Coordinates decisions and
(re)directs routines
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Relation Between Design and Existing Theories of the Firm
A critical blind spot in the underlying assumptions about transaction costs in these various theories of the firm is the possibility that
the type and number of transactions, and therefore costs, share one
common source: the design produced by the firm. We neither reject
the contractual interpretation of firms nor the choice to internalize
costs within the firm as being sufficient conditions for the existence of firms. Instead, we simply observe that the transaction costs
posited by theories of the firm share a design as a common codetermining economic factor. A design influences the existence of
(and potential benefits of and savings on) transaction costs. Transactions will not occur at all without being associated already with
multiple inputs such as materials, labor, and technologies. These
inputs are linked together by a design but are not yet in a firm’s
possession, hence causing the need to transact with external parties to obtain them. We therefore included a fourth column in Table
1 that describes the influence of a design on transactions and, by
extension, the specific theory of the firm. We explain a design’s
influence on ex ante and ex post transaction costs in the various theories of the firm.
First, designs specify ex ante transaction costs. In the contract-based view, the details of what a supplier is expected to provide are described in a contract, but a design is what co-determines
the contract details over which the entrepreneur transacts (or not).
In the RBV, a design links distinctive resources and, in so doing,
organizes the cost structure that underlies a firm’s search and
negotiation for needed specialized resources. For this reason, a
design must necessarily precede ex ante transaction costs related to
contracts not associated with the creation of the design itself. In the
BTF, changing a design stimulates the “make-or-buy decision”
because a new design establishes a different set of production
parameters over which the actors must make decisions.23 Decisions
arise from a design.24

Figure 1
Conceptual model of the influence of a design
on the scale and scope of the firm.

64

A Design-Based View on Firm Existence
Since designs influence ex ante and ex post transaction costs, they
delimit the choice of transactions an entrepreneur can economize.
In the next sections, we discuss in greater detail the ways in which
a design influences the existence, scale, and scope of the firm if the
entrepreneur chooses to control transaction costs within the
boundaries of a firm.
Design-Based Factors in the Choice for Economic Integration
A design is a plan for production for an object or environment that
is intentionally realized for a specific purpose.27 Translated into the
vernacular of business, we could call an object a (physical) product,
whereas an environment is a service. However ideational this definition of a design might seem, a design is at the same time an artifact in itself, projecting the result of the plan for production as a
prototype that assumes some material form (e.g., a sketch, a computer rendering, a 3D printed object, a journey map, or a service
diagram). A design “display[s] new physical order, organization,
form, in response to function,” and it establishes a “fitness between
two entities: the form in question and its context.”28 The design, as
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Second, designs influence the degree of ex post transaction
costs. In the KBV, a cost is incurred to develop and share information between actors during the production of a design (execution of
the contract), but this cost is not embodied in the knowledge per se.
Rather, the cost is embodied in the structure and characteristics of
the design. For example, if a design is complex and requires the
integration of far-reaching knowledge from different disciplines,
we expect transaction costs associated with knowledge exchange
between the actors to be potentially higher. 25 In addition, the
amount of costs to enforce contracts depends on the degree of
interconnectedness of the elements exchanged across the boundary
of the firm. If the elements are highly interconnected, transaction
costs increase for the coordination and exertion of management
authority to enforce production requirements.26
The fourth column in Table 1 can be used to generate Figure 1, which shows the relation between a design produced by
the firm and the existence, scale, and scope of the firm. It shows
that a direct relationship exists between a design created by the
firm and the firm’s transaction costs. Consequently, a design has an
indirect connection with make or buy decisions and the scale and
scope of the firm because designs influence transaction costs.
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plan and prototype, must have a sufficient level of structural integrity—that is, it must have a degree of coherence between the
different elements to allow it to become produced, and thus materialized, as a unit for economic transaction and analysis. A design
thus specifies the set of elements, their integration, and the manner
in which they operate toward an intended outcome. In design
theory, these three aspects are named structure (i.e., the set of elements and their architecture), behavior (i.e., the manner in which
they operate), and function (i.e., the intended outcome). The degree
to which the structure, behavior, and function of a design are
specified as formal semantics (or even mathematical entities) determines the degree of formality of the design.29 In high-formality
designs, the elements of the design can have well-understood
relations; the compositional logic (“know-how”) defining the execution of the design can be complete and consistent. For example,
shape grammars comprise and define the elements and compositional logic of artifacts.30 Because of shape grammars, for example, computers can be programmed to generate products having
shapes that conform to a brand image. 31 Low-formality designs
can have more intuitive structures, but in the design, these structures also are related to “effective actions” (i.e., the manner in
which they operate) and “user values” (i.e., describing the function
or intended outcome).
Because the elements of a design and the compositional
logic of the elements have multiple combinations that can achieve
similar or differential intended outcomes, the issue of sets of
choices emerges for the coordination of production—rather than a
single choice. By definition, a design determines the choices for
production factors by specifying the way in which inputs are
linked together to create the intended output. Yet, alternative
designs also can have varying elements and compositional logic to
achieve the same intended purpose. As a result, alternative designs
create options for units of production that could be either integrated into the firm or contracted out through the open market. A
design therefore influences both the number and types of choices
for integration or open market contracting.
To illustrate, the design of the credit card reader by Square,
Inc., provides one example of the ways in which the function,
structure, and behavior of a design influence transaction costs and
therefore the existence, scale, and scope of the firm. When the company formed in February 2009, it had a rudimentary design for a
mobile credit card payment reader that could operate with an
Apple iPhone. The design was eventually realized as a working
prototype, which evidenced the structural integrity of the design.
The structure and behavior of the design achieved the main functions of conventional credit card readers and influenced what
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would be done by entrepreneurs and what would be done outside
the scope of their firm. The design of the reader thereby influenced
the scale and scope of the firm. First, and foremost, the structure,
behavior, and function of the design eliminated the need to
exchange resources with credit card processing companies, including proprietary readers and ex post transaction costs associated
with compliance and gateway fees, as documented by the founders
on numerous occasions. The software they wrote to verify a credit
card (function) and record the transaction (function) was based on
Apple’s (mostly free) software development language and libraries
(structure). As such, their software could operate on multi-purpose
mobile computing platforms (behavior), such as hand-held phones
and tablets, rather than on single-purpose proprietary readers. The
use of Apple’s software development language and libraries (structure) eliminated the need to license the processing code (structure)
from credit card processing companies. If the founders had relied
on, for example, Visa’s processing techniques, the design would
have required that the developers license technologies from Visa
because they could not own Visa or its resources (intellectual property). In addition, the founders might have needed to hire a software programmer with expertise in Visa’s credit card processing
techniques (thereby changing the scope of the firm) if they did not
have this expertise themselves. To read data from the magnetic
strip (function), their reader converts the data on the magnetic strip
of a credit card into audio signal that can be transmitted over an
industry-standard audio connector (behavior), thus permitting the
device to work with any number of mobile computing devices
(behavior). An alternative design could have specified a proprietary reader (structure) consisting of hardware from Pitney-Bowes.
Instead, a simple audio jack was used, which is itself a highly formalized design, has well-known interface rules, and is easily purchased from any number of electronics suppliers. The use of the
audio jack decreased the ex ante transaction costs associated with
searching for and acquiring this resource, and the design of the
reader eliminated the need for Square to exchange resources with
suppliers to obtain their specialized card readers and card processors running on proprietary hardware. The overall design also
eliminated the need for (future) business units within the firm to
manage the inventory and external partnership agreements associated with any proprietary hardware. In addition, although the
founders could have created a design that included integration
with specific point-of-sale (POS) software, such as those used by
restaurants, they chose to avoid this approach because this behavior of the design would have required transacting with the POS
hardware manufacturers. In sum, Square’s design of its reader, in
terms of its structure, behavior, and function, enabled the founders
to choose the factors of production within the firm. Put another

Table 2 | A Design’s Influences on Transaction Costs
Aspects of a Design

Influence on Ttransaction Cost

Structure

Search, acquisition, and enforcement of proprietary intellectual
property, embodied in a material realization of a design

Behavior

Knowledge transfer of “know-how” to achieve specific behaviors;
communication costs associated with exchange of specifications
and requirements associated with production

Function

Number of make-or-buy decisions increases with number of
functions in a design because new functions might require
non-firm-owned capabilities

Designs and the Structure of Firms
In the previous section, we described the ways in which a design
influences the existence of the firm because a design brings
together transactions in a way so that value can be delivered either
through a firm or the open market. The effect of a design on firm
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way, the design “designed out” transaction costs and, in so doing,
created a different kind of credit processing firm. Our point is that
the ex ante transaction costs that are associated with the search for
and negotiation of fees with credit card processors and the ex post
transaction costs that are associated with the issuance and enforcement of payment contracts were intentionally determined by the
design of the Square reader.
Although contracts are a sufficient condition for the existence of firms, designs are a necessary condition for contracts.
Indeed, we can readily find examples of firms that started with
only a design and then contracted all the other resources necessary
to fulfill the design (e.g., ARM Holdings, the fabless microchip
company). In other words, having a design is a necessary condition
to cause transactions to flow to and from the firm. A firm’s contracts delineate ownership and control over the design, but a
design—that is, the structure, behavior, and function of a design—
already determine the firm’s set of choices for the integration of
economic activities within the firm or in an open market. When the
structure, behavior, or function of a design requires capabilities
beyond the boundaries of the firm, the firm incurs transaction
costs, such as searching for companies that offer the requisite
capabilities. Table 2 summarizes the ways in which the structure,
behavior, and function of a design can influence transaction costs.
The summary shows that transaction costs are a consequence of
designs and not constituent elements of a design. Therefore,
designs influence the existence of the firm because designs influence the existence and types of transaction costs entrepreneurs
might seek to minimize or manage through the internal and external coordination of production.
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transaction costs implies that a design provides a path to specify
options for the relationship between the structure of a design and
the structure of the firm. In other words, a design can influence
both the boundary of the firm and its internal structure. The
degree of formality and complexity of a design influences the
boundary of the firm because of the relation between formality,
complexity, and asset specificity. Asset specificity refers to the
extent to which investments that support a particular transaction
have a higher value to that transaction than to any other purpose
for which they might be deployed. As Oliver E. Williamson points
out, the cost differences between markets and firms increase with
asset specificity: The cost advantage of firms exceeds the advantage of markets as asset specificity becomes high. 32 Complex
designs with interdependent functions, structures, and behaviors
increase asset specificity because complex designs increase the
need for investments that support transactions relevant to the production of the design. High-formality designs have well-defined
relationships between structure, behavior, and function. By formalizing a design into discrete units of production, firms can contract
for the production in the open market at a low transaction cost
based on the formality of the specifications. In contrast, low-formality designs, by definition, have a more complex structure; they
include behaviors and functions that cannot be derived from a
summation of the constituent parts, and therefore they demand
more coordination. In addition, complex designs make determining the optimal boundary of the firm more challenging. The crossover point between internalization and open markets can shift as
the complexity of the design causes distortions in the calculus in
determining whether the market exhibits a cost advantage over the
firm, such that the market seems to exhibit a cost advantage even
when it does not.
Firms with extremely complex designs, such as civil aviation, have a poor track record of making optimal decisions with
respect to the boundaries of their firm because firms cannot predict ex ante how components will interact and produce transactions, such as knowledge exchange, that cross firm boundaries.33
Empirical evidence on the reintegration of outsourced activities
stemming from unrealized transaction cost savings based on high
asset specificity suggests that such distortions occur regularly.34
Bureaucratic costs associated with taking the transaction out of the
market might appear less attractive than they actually are because
of the complexity of the design. In essence, theorizing about the
boundary of the firm without acknowledging the existence of complex couplings between product structure, behavior, and function
is likely to lead to sub-standard assessments regarding the boundaries of the firm.
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Designs also influence the internal structure of the firm,
reflecting the design’s formality. When transaction costs have been
seen as impinging on a design, the direction of causality has historically been theorized such that the boundaries of the firm specify
the design and the functional considerations specify the design
architecture.35 However, theorists in the area of the modular organization of firms note that the arrow of causality goes both ways
because coordinating divisions (e.g., departments) in a firm entails
information costs to communicate policies and directives. To
understand the effect of the structure of a design on information
costs, we turn to the key observation that the “coordination tasks
implicit in specific product designs largely determine the feasible
organization designs for developing and producing those products.”36 The idea that a congruence ought to exist between the structure of a design and the structure of the firm has been called the
“mirroring hypothesis.” The mirroring hypothesis claims that the
internal structure of the firm influences the structure of the design,
and, in turn, the structure of the design can influence the internal
structure of the firm.37 Multiple studies have shown an increase in
intra-organization transaction costs when the organizational and
design structures are not aligned.38 The extension we propose is
that the formality of a design establishes a division between the
value of the internal units of a firm or of its external trading partners. This division between the coherence of a design and its established value through a (trade) context also has long been
acknowledged in design theory and can be traced back to early
design theorists from the 1950s and 1960s.39 Firms tend to create
standardized modules in parts of their design that are not subject
to performance gains through innovation.40 The establishment of
these modules requires that firms formalize their designs—that is,
that they specify rules pertaining to the coherence between structure, behavior, function, and value. The effect of these rules is to
decrease the likelihood that some units will remain within the
firm because the unit’s value is lower than the cost savings the firm
can achieve by internalizing the transaction costs. Although an
argument might be made against a design’s direct and immediate
influence on the structure of the firm (especially in cases of largescale production, where the design is highly formalized and firm
structure represents vested interests), a design nevertheless
imposes, an organizational structure, even if indirectly and as a
slow evolution. A design lays down both the scale and scope of the
firm and its internal structure.

41 See https://www.doingbusiness.org/en/
data/exploretopics/entrepreneurship.
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Toward a Design-Based View on Theories of the Firm
Thus far, we have provided an explanation grounded in design
theory for the ways in which a design influences the sets of transaction costs, giving entrepreneurs various choices for structuring
the firm. Although our exposition, like others, is aiming toward a
theory of the firm, our practical goal is to point out the promise
that designs owned by firms hold as a vehicle for productive
change—and particularly in ways that open markets cannot
achieve. Around the world, a growing proportion of the population
is creating new firms—an endeavor undertaken by as many as 50
million firms per year, according to estimates by the World Bank.41
Unfortunately, a large majority of these firms will fail. Theories
that can explain why a firm might be born but fails to explain what
keeps it alive is a cynical form of economics. Fortunately, each theory of the firm settles on a set of principles for thriving firms that
managers should follow—from negotiating best-priced contracts,
to seeking or recombining valuable resources, to making optimal
decisions. Based on our previous section, this section provides a
conceptual model that forms the foundation for a design-based
view on the theory of the firm (see Figure 2).
As we have described, one of the most complex questions
firms face is how to produce a design that optimizes product–
market fit while also economizing on transaction costs. By carefully balancing these two considerations, a design determines the
firm’s set of choices on transaction costs, the ensuing make-or-buy
decisions, and, depending on these decisions, the scale and scope
of the firm (as illustrated outside the right part of the dashed-line
box in Figure 2). The formality of the design holds the key to the
optimality of the make-or-buy decisions that ultimately affect the
boundaries of the firm. The structure of a design incorporates a
certain complexity, which sets the extent to which elements of a
design can be formally specified into units of production that can
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Figure 2
Detailed conceptual model of a design’s
influence on a firm.

Conclusions
This article models firms as products of their designs because a
design influences the sets of decisions associated with the firms’
choice to control the factors of production in-house or to purchase
them from the open market. The contract is a sufficient condition
for firms to exist, but contracting for resources not held together by
a coherent design seems to be a waste of economic activity, undermining the cost advantage of a firm, its capability to set its boundaries, and ultimately its (legal) structure. This implies that a design
is a first-order principle for firms. We have explicated the ways in
which a design influences the transaction costs addressed or
implied in original and later theories of the firm: in terms of
search, negotiation, resource coordination, knowledge sharing, and
directing make-or-buy decisions. In doing so, we have demonstrated the importance of a design as necessary in optimizing the
transaction costs of firms.
Highlighting the importance of a design has a number of
managerial implications. First, the emphasis leads to a strategic
shift in managerial focus—away from coordinating resources and
toward producing differentiated designs. While the conventional
RBV of the firm has tended to concentrate on the problems of managing existing resources, our arguments point toward the need to
create valuable, differentiated designs (which in turn can produce
valuable, differentiated firms) in a way that reduces the firm’s
dependence on any endowments it might have. Second, the emphasis heightens the importance of the designs created by the firm
for delineating the space of feasible alternatives for the firm’s organizational structure. Our argument is that an alignment between
the structure of the design and the structure of the organization
is a fundamental managerial activity. From this perspective, design theory adds to the classical theorization of the firm based on
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then be contracted on the open market. Thus, complexity influences the formality of a design, which in turn directly influences
the make-or-buy decisions of a firm. Figure 2 shows these relations
between transaction costs and the structure of a design. It illustrates that the complexity of a design and its accompanying degree
of formalization could (sub-optimally) shift the make-or-buy decisions of the firm.
However, the influence of designs on transaction costs,
make-or-buy decisions, and the scale and scope of the firm is only
one part of the detailed conceptual model of the design-based view
of the firm shown in Figure 2. The left side of the model demonstrates that a design also influences the internal structure of the
firm. Processes to create a design drive the information costs, and
consequently, the internal structure of the firm should minimize the
costs associated with the task of coordinating factors of production.

transaction economics. Third, and from a more activist perspective,
our insights should be able to help new firms in their efforts to be
more frugal from a transaction cost perspective, thereby helping
them to start up and sustain themselves.
This article concentrated on firm existence, structure,
and behavior, and by doing so touched on some ideas about the
various way in which firms differ based on the influence of a
design. Clearly, a more comprehensive theory would describe more
completely the capabilities through which a firm creates different designs.
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